Introduction
Current HFAG averages of the mixing and CP violation (CP V ) parameters in the D 0 meson system is to be reviewed. We present recent Belle measurements of the mixing parameters x and y using D 0 → K mass and decay matrices which are responsible for the mixing. Without CP V x 12 , y 12 , and φ 12 become x, y, and zero, respectively. Current HFAG averages of the mixing parameters x, y, x 12 , and y 12 rule out the no-mixing hypothesis with more than 10σ significance, but they are difficult to be interpreted with the standard model (SM) due to the final state interactions [2] . CP V parameters, |q/p|, φ, and φ 12 show no indirect CP V at present. Since both x and y favor positive values, the CP -even state in the D 0 system is heavier (unlike K 0 system) and shorter-lived (like K 0 system). 
where t is proper decay time, The width asymmetry between neutral D CP -even and CP -odd eigenstates is referred to as y CP and the experimental observable for y CP is the lifetime difference between CP -even (
states as shown in Eq. (2) . The y CP could be different from y if CP is violated in charm decays.
The width asymmetry between two CP conjugate modes provides the CP V parameter, A Γ which can be measured from lifetime difference between the two CP conjugate decays. Figure 2 show the results for y CP , A Γ , and τ D 0 →K − π + as a function of the cos θ * , where θ * is polar angle of D 0 at the center-of-mass system (c.m.s.). The averages are y CP = (1.11 ± 0.22 ± 0.11)%, A Γ = (−0.03 ± 0.20 ± 0.08)%, and τ D 0 →K − π + = (408.56 ± 0.54) fs, where the last is consistent with world average [5] . Thus we observe y CP with 4.5σ significance and find no CP V . Belle preliminary using 976/fb The D 0 → h + h − final states are singly Cabibbo-suppressed (SCS) decays in which both direct and indirect CP V are expected in the SM [8] , while the CP asymmetry 2 We neglect doubly Cabibbo-suppressed decay,
Direct
difference between the two decays, ∆A
CP reveals approximately direct CP V with the universality of indirect CP V in charm decays [9] . Figure 3 shows reconstructed signal distributions showing 14.7M 
Summary
In summary, we review the current HFAG averages of CP V and mixing parameters in the charm sector and recent relevant measurements from Belle. Belle measurements of mixing and CP V parameters are consistent with current HFAG averages. No direct CP V in charm decays has been observed from Belle to date.
